. My book, a revision and expansion of my dissertation, examines how formal property rights became consolidated in the medieval West by focusing on transactions and disputes concerning landed property in the region of Champagne, in eastern France. I argue that in this period, property dealings became more stable, more precisely defined, and less dependent on the parties' social relations. My book illuminates a key period in European history, before the emergence of capitalism or the modern state, when something like the modern notions of property and contract became embedded in social and cultural practices.
Second Book Project: Grounding Power: Property, Common Rights, and Lordship in Medieval French
Woodlands. This book will explore how rights to use, own, and control woodlands were articulated over the high Middle Ages (ca. 1050-1350) in northern France. My research shows that intensive, closely regulated, and sustainable woodland management emerged within a decentralized system of common property over uncultivated land, in which multiple uses and many overlapping rights persisted. This
